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Information on resistance to plans to build Kybar/Kajbaar/Kajbar Dam on the 
river Nile organised by a Dam Resistance Committee; treatment by authorities 
of those involved in the resistance to the dam;  
 
A document released in April 2016 by the Sudan Tribune states: 
 

“The rebel Sudan People's Liberation Movement/North (SPLM-N) has proposed 
holding a global conference to seek solidarity against the building of water dams in 
northern Sudan…Communities to be displaced by the construction of Shiraik, Kajbar 
and Dal dams in the Northern and River Nile states of Sudan oppose the construction 
of these facilities. The opposition for the projected dams has intensified following the 
signing last November of the three dams funding agreements between Sudan and 
Saudi Arabia, during a visit by President Bashir to Riyadh” (Sudan Tribune (13 April 
2016) SPLM-N proposes global solidarity conference against Sudanese water dams).  

 
This article also notes that: 
 

“Last February, police dispersed protesters who have gathered from various areas in 
northern Sudan and Khartoum to demonstrate in front of Al-Salam Rotana Hotel 
where Sudanese and Saudi officials and investors were holding a forum in the 
presence of President Omer al-Bashir to discuss the funding of the disputed dams. 
Four persons from Kajbar area were killed during protests against the construction of 
the dam in 2007” (ibid). 

 
In March 2016 the Sudan Social Development Organization states in a report that: 
 

“The Higher Committee Against Kajbar Dam (HCKD) organised a peaceful protest in 
Al-Mahas area, involving some 300 persons from Mshkila and Freg villages, against 
the decision by the Government of Sudan to build Kajbar Dam. Consequently, the 
National Intelligence and Security Services (NISS) opened investigations, in 
conjunction with the Freg Police, and arrested four of the protesters. They have been 
named as: 
1. Izz Al-Din Idris – Chairman of the HCKD 
2. Osman Ibrahim – Secretary of the HCKD 
3. Mamoum Al-Malik – Member of the HCKD 
4. Nizar Yousif Sapon – Secretary of the Nubian External Relations of the Higher 
Committee Aginst Dal Dam” (Sudan Social Development Organization (31 March 
2016) Human Rights Abuses in Sudan Over the Month of February 2016).  

 
A report released in March 2016 by Human Rights Watch notes that: 
 

“…security officers have targeted activists who oppose dam construction projects in 
northern Sudan. The projects are contentious because they would result in the 
flooding of villages and displace thousands, as other dams have in Sudan” (Human 
Rights Watch (23 March 2016) “Good Girls Don’t Protest”, Repression and Abuse of 
Women Human Rights Defenders, Activists, and Protesters in Sudan, p.35).  

 



In March 2016 Radio Dabagna states in a report that 
 

“On Tuesday, agents of the National Intelligence and Security Service (NISS) 
detained five members of the Committee Against the Dal Dam and shut-down 
the Nile Club in Wadi Halfa in the Northern State. The NISS agents held the 
Committee's Information Secretary, Mohamed Ahmed Bakab, and members 
Naji Abdo, Intisar Fouad, Mohamed Sharif, and Zahir Mohamed, following a 
meeting in the Nile Club in Wadi Halfa. They ordered the closure of the Nile 
Club as it has been hosting meetings of opponents of the construction of the 
Dal and Kajbar dams” (Radio Dabagna (17 March 2016) Sudan: Five Anti-
Dam Activists Detained in Wadi Halfa, Sudan).  

 
In March 2016 a report issued by Business Monitor Online commenting on the 
Kajbar dam states that there is: 
 

“…local opposition to the dam. The dam is being constructed on Nubian grounds, 
which will allegedly result in the flooding of Nubian cultural sites and displace 
thousands of people. Protests have occurred before in 2007, resulting in the deaths 
of four people. The Sudanese government shelved the project, but in 2010 initiated 
construction again, allegedly without informing the locals. This is not the first time 
Nubians have been displaced by the construction of a dam, as the Aswan dam in 
1959 also displaced up to 52,000 Nubians” (Business Monitor Online (10 March 
2016) Hydropower Projects Threatened By Saudi Budget Cuts).  

 
A document issued in March 2016 by Al Jazeera points out that: 
 

“Across the border in Sudan, Nubian activist have also been rallying against the 
building of the Dal and Kajbar dams that the regime wants to build at the Nile's 
second and third cataracts.  The Association of Nubians, an organisation based in 
northern Sudan, warned that the construction of these dams would obliterate more 
than 7,000 years of Nubian civilisation. Protests grew in November when it was 
announced that Saudi Arabia would be financing these projects” (Al Jazeera (7 
March 2016) Memo to Sisi: Don't forget Nubia, Mr President).  

 
In March 2016 Radio Dabanga states that: 
 

“On Tuesday, the police in Fareeg in northern Sudan summoned five members of the 
Higher People's Committee Against the Kajbar Dam on charges of rioting and 
disturbing the public order during a demonstration on 13 February” (Radio Dabanga 
(2 March 2016) Sudan: Police Summon Anti-Dam Activists in Northern Sudan).  

 
A report released in February 2016 by Energy Worldwide Monitor notes that: 
 

“According to the Dams Opponents Committee, the construction of dams in the area 
would destroy 170 villages and over 500 archaeological sites, besides the 
displacement of over 100,000 families. Sudans parliament recently endorsed a 
framework agreement signed with Saudi Arabia to build three dams al-Sharik, Kajbar 
and the Dal, despite objections from some of the local population” (Energy Worldwide 
Monitor (24 February 2016) Sudan opposition alliance opposes construction of 
dams).  

 
Radio Dabanga in February 2016 notes that: 
 



“The former Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ibrahim Taha Ayoub, who participated in the 
anti-dam demonstration in Khartoum on Wednesday is recovering from his wounds 
after being badly beaten by anti-riot police. "I was injured on both legs. People were 
severely beaten although the march was peaceful." “ (Radio Dabanga (19 February 
2016) Sudan: Wounded Dam Protester - 'Khartoum Security Was Extremely Violent').  

 
This document also states that: 
 

“One of the committees against the dams reported that one of the other wounded 
protesters is Abbas Tawfiq, a former judge in the supreme court. He sustained 
injuries in his eye because of the violence that was used by the security forces to 
disperse the riot. "At least seven other people were injured, too," spokesman Rafat 
Hassan Abbas told Radio Dabanga. He added that authorities have filed a complaint 
against the heads of the organisations that participated in the demonstrations against 
dams in northern Sudanese towns on Saturday. The opposition against the proposed 
dams intensified following the signing of funding agreements for the construction 
between Sudan and Saudi Arabia in November last year, as the anti-dam committees 
call upon all Sudanese and opposition parties to unite against the plans” (ibid).  

 
A report issued in February 2016 by Radio Dabanga points out that: 
 

“Thirty people were shortly detained during a protest in Khartoum on Wednesday 
afternoon, staged against the construction of three dams on the Nile in northern 
Sudan. Two former Sudanese officials who joined the protest were wounded by 
police forces” (Radio Dabanga (18 February 2016) Sudan: Dozens Detained, 
Wounded At Sudanese Dam Protest).  

 
In February 2016 the Sudan Tribune states: 
 

“Sudan's police Wednesday have dispersed a protest in Khartoum against the 
building of Kajbar and Dal dams in the Northern state and arrested dozens of 
protesters. Protesters have gathered from various areas in northern Sudan and 
Khartoum to demonstrate in front of Al-Salam Rotana Hotel where Sudanese and 
Saudi officials and investors were holding a forum in the presence of President Omer 
al-Bashir to discuss the funding of the disputed dams” (Sudan Tribune (17 February 
2016) Sudanese police disperse anti-dams demonstration, arrests several 
protesters).  

 
In January 2016 Radio Dabanga states: 
 

“The Sudanese security service raided El Mahas club in Khartoum on 
Thursday evening and detained a number of people who oppose the Kajbar 
dam project, one week after agents prevented a public meeting on the issue 
in the club house” (Radio Dabanga (29 January 2016) Sudan: Khartoum 
Security Detains, Obstructs Anti-Dam Protesters).  

 
A document released in January 2016 by the Sudan Tribune notes: 
 

“Activists from the Mahas Community have said the Sudanese security has sealed 
off their club in Khartoum to prevent a mass gathering the community had called in 
opposition of the Kajbar Dam project in their area” (Sudan Tribune (21 January 2016) 
Security forces shut down Mahas club in Khartoum).  

 



In November 2015 IHS Global Insight notes in a document that: 
 

“Saudi Arabia agreed on 3 November a USD1.7-billion investment with the Sudanese 
government to finance construction of three dams along the northern stretch of the 
River Nile. Construction sites for the Dal, El Shereik, and Kajbar dams are located 
within ethnic-Nubian communities. Nubia's most high-profile activist, the chairman of 
the Nubian Youth Committee Against the Kajbar and Dal Dams, Rashed Sheikh Eldin 
Abash, was arrested by the National Intelligence and Security Services (NISS) on 23 
September while attending a commemoration ceremony for seven Nubian residents 
killed during protests at the Dal and Kajbar construction sites in August. He was later 
released after 70 days following a campaign by human rights groups, while his 
prosecution by the Sudanese government for undermining constitutional order is 
pending amid occasional protests” (IHS Global Insight (13 November 2015) Land 
acquisition for new Sudanese infrastructure projects likely to increase civil unrest 
risks in two-year outlook).  

 
In December 2014 the African Centre for Justice and Peace Studies states in a 
report that: 
 

“Human rights defender Rashid Sheikh Eldeen Abash was released on bail on 8 
December after being charged with a series of serious criminal offences including 
charges under Part VII (sedition) of the 1991 Sudanese Penal Code. He was charged 
under the instruction of the Prosecutor of Crimes against the State in Khartoum after 
being detained without charge by the NISS for 11 weeks prior in Kober prison. Abash 
was initially detained by the NISS on 23 September during a wave of detentions 
which saw scores of activists detained by the NISS from the streets, cafes and 
private homes of Khartoum to stop the organisation of memorial events for over 100 
people killed by Sudanese security forces the year before. Abash, who is 35 years of 
age, is a known human rights defender who heads the youth committee to resist the 
building of two dams in Dal and Kajbar in Northern State” (African Centre for Justice 
and Peace Studies (10 December 2014) Sudan detains political activists and human 
rights defenders to silence criticism).  

 
A report issued in February 2014 by the United States Department of State 
commenting on events of 2013 notes that: 
 

“Saad Al-Din Hassan, a television station Al-Arabiya correspondent, was detained on 
September 26 due to a report on the expulsion of residents in northern Sudan near 
the site of a government dam project. He was released the following day” (United 
States Department of State (27 February 2014) 2013 Country Reports on Human 
Rights Practices – Sudan).  

 
In July 2013 the Sudan Tribune states: 
 

“A group of Sudanese activists have demonstrated in front of the Ministry of Justice 
in Khartoum to protest the slow pace of the trial of those involved in the killing of 4 
protesters in Kajbar area in north Sudan in 2007” (Sudan Tribune (8 July 2013) 
Sudanese activists stage demonstration in front of Justice Ministry).  

 
The Sudan Tribune in July 2013 notes that: 
 

“Dozens of Dalgo residents have demonstrated against the living conditions and 
deteriorating basic services including electricity. An eyewitness said that security 
forces have also arrested the 62 years old member of the committee against the 



building of the Kajbar dam Osman Ibrahim Osman from his home. The protests 
began on Friday night when dozens of people flocked to downtown Dalgo and 
chanted anti-government slogans while surrounding the security forces building to 
demand the release of the detained activists. As popular discontent mounts in the 
town which lacks basic infrastructure, security forces stormed the houses of activists 
opposing construction of Kajbar dam who orchestrated the protests and detained 12 
people in the early hours of Sunday morning” (Sudan Tribune (1 July 2013) Police 
arrests dozens at demonstration in north Sudan).  

 
No further information on these issues could be found among sources available to 
the RDC. 
 
Information on arrests at a protest on 13 June 2012 at the 5th anniversary of 
Kybar/Kajbaar/Kajbar martyrs (died in 2008);  
 
No information on this issue could be found among sources available to the RDC. 
 
Information on clashes/arrests occurred in April 2013; & 
 
No information on this issue could be found among sources available to the RDC. 
 
Information on an event/symposium on 23 December 2015 on Island of Simit 
which approved Saudi Arabian funding  
 
In November 2015 Radio Dabanga notes that: 
 

“The Popular Committee Against the Kajbar Dam has accused the Sudanese 
government of seeking to exterminate the Nubian people and their civilization. The 
residents of Northern State's El Birgeeg locality warned of the transformation of the 
region into another Darfur if the government sticks to its plans to construct the Dal, 
Kajbar, and El Shireik dams. The chairman of the Committee, Ezzeldin Idris 
Mohamed, told reporters on Saturday that the Nubians reject the building of the dam, 
"even if they are given the Presidential Palace as compensation". The Committee 
held a meeting with the sheikhs of the Northern Sudanese Mahas tribe and leaders 
from the areas of Badeen and Kerma at Simit Island in the Nile, south of Kerma, on 
Saturday morning” (Radio Dabanga (16 November 2015) Sudan's Nubians Speak 
Out Against More Dams).  

 
No further information on this issue could be found among sources available to the 
RDC. 
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This response was prepared after researching publicly accessible information 
currently available to the Refugee Documentation Centre within time constraints. 
This response is not and does not purport to be conclusive as to the merit of any 
particular claim to refugee status or asylum. Please read in full all documents 
referred to.   
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